
Figma
InDesign
Resolume
Cinema 4D
Mad Mapper
Adobe Illustrator
Adobe PhotoshopAdobe Photoshop
Adobe Aer Effects
Adobe Premier Pro

Savannah, GA, 2018-2022
B.F.A in Motion Design / 4.00 GPA

Junior Art Director

Books Illustrator
Savannah, GA 2019-2022

Graphic Designer
Ukraine Department, Kiev 2018-2019

Designer, Animator Intern 
Los Angeles, CA, 20/06/2022- 01/02/2023 

UA, Kyiv 2020-2021

Soware: Savhannah College of Art and Design  (SCAD)

SKILLS

AWARDS

EDUCATION

Graphic, Motion Designer

WORK EXPERIENCE

BIO

CONTACT INFO:

Professional skills:

Papa Production Video StudioPapa Production Video Studio

Ellena Mellow 

Zumba Fitness, LLC.

BRAND NEW SCHOOL

Leadership 
Teamwork 
Adaptability
Collaoration 
Multitasking
Digital literacy
CommunicationCommunication
Visual storytelling
Project Managmen

Assists the senior art director in creating 
visual concepts for advertising campaigns.
Deciding on the style and tone for each project
 Communicating goals to the edifors and lm crew
 Consult wlth customers to bulld a creative approach and style
 Find the most efficient visual representation of the concept
Helped to present the concepts to clients and make revisions as needed.Helped to present the concepts to clients and make revisions as needed.

 Creating spreads and illustrations to supplement the text
  Revising versions as needed to beer match content
 Working with both physical and digital mediums
 Collaborating with writers, editors, and marketers.

Creating graphics, GIF’s and animations 
Video Editing and Design for Social Media 
Creating concepts for reels and posts for Instagram
Responsible for designing posters for Zumba events
Creating and curating content for a brand's social media platforms
Selecting - editing photos and videos  and scheduling content to be posted

Making UI assets for Metaverse add 
Preparing assets and designs for Dolby add
Animating and designing posts for BNS social media
Making illustrations  exploration for LinkedIn project 
Making kinetic typography exploration for Dolby Atmos
Learned how to work in the in a fast-paced environment
Making package design, texturing, lighting for 3D project DoorDashMaking package design, texturing, lighting for 3D project DoorDash
Designing style Frames for projects as DoorDash, Apple Evergreen, 
Adobe All Apps, Schwab, Adobe Express , Academy Sports + Outdoor.
Experience working with a team of designers, animators, and creative directors 

“Best Alternative Techniques”

vlada.fedch@gmail.com

vladafedchenko.com

912 591 7211

Highly creative and unique style designer with experience 
in motion design, graphic design, and branding. 
Skilled in creating visually stunning designs 
that capture the essence of a brand or message. 
Proven ability to develop and execute successful design projects 
from concept to completion.  Strong understanding of design 
principles and the ability to work in a fast-paced environment. principles and the ability to work in a fast-paced environment. 
A passion for staying current with design trends and techniques.

SCAD Comotion 2021

SCAD Senior Show Competition 2022

Dean’s List 2018-2022

“Best Concept Intergration” , “Best Design techniques”


